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1 Introduction
Systems of linear equations

ANx = b

with positive definite Hermitian Toeplitz matrices AN arise in a variety of applica-
tions in mathematics and engineering (see [9] and the references therein). Along with
stabilization techniques for direct fast and superfast Toeplitz solvers, preconditioned
conjugate gradient methods (PCG-inethods) and other iterative methods have at-
tained much attention during the last years. As essential computational eifort, the
CG-method requires the multiplication of a vector with the matrix AN in each itera-
tion step. For Toeplitz matrices AN, the multiplication with a vector can be computed
with O(N log N) arithmetical operations by fast Fourier transforms (FFT). The num-
ber of iteration steps of the CG-method depends on the distribution of the eigenvalue
of AN. In particular, it holds (see [1]' p. 573)

Theorem 1.1. Let AN be a positive definite Hermitian (N, N)-matrix which has p
and q isolated large and small eigenvalues, respectively:

o < Al :::;A2 :::;... :::;Aq < a:::; Aq+1 :::;. " AN-p :::;b
< AN-p+l:::; AN-p+2 :::;... :::;AN (0< a < b < 00). (1.1)

Let rx1 denote the smallest integer ~ x. Then the CG-method for the solution of
ANx = b requires at most

r 2 q b 1+ (~)1/21
n = (In ~ +L A) / In 1 _ (!!)1/2 +P+ q

k=l b

iteration steps to achieve precision T, i.e.

Ilxn - xilA----<T,IlxQ - xilA -

where IlxilA := y'x' AN x and where Xn denotes the numerical solution after n iteration
steps.

Let {O"f}f=l be a sequence of real numbers and let "YN(c) denote the number of those
among O"f.v (k = 1, ... , N) which are outside the interval (p - c, P +c). If ~(N(c) < K(c).
where K(c) is independent of N, then we say that the values O"f.v are clustered at p [29].
If the eigenvalues of a sequence of (N, N)-matrices AN are clustered at 1, then the
CG-method converges superlinearly (see [11]).
For a sequence of (N, N)-Toeplitz matrices AN = AN(j) (N E N) generated by a
function f E C21r, it is well-known that the eigenvalues are distributed as f [29: 16].
Let

fmin := min{f(x) xE [0, 21l')}, fmax:= max{f(x} : x E [0, 21l')}.
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Then the eigenvalues of AN(f) are contained in [Imin, fmax]. If f > 0, then by Theorem
1.1 the number of iteration steps of the CG-method is independent of N and the CG-
method requires only O(N log N) arithmetical operations.
The situation changes completely, if we allow f ~ 0 to have zeros. In this case, the CG-
method converges very slowly with increasing N. To accerelate the convergence of the
CG-method, several authors proposed preconditioners for Toeplitz systems. Clearly,
the multiplication with the preconditioned matrix should also only require O(N log N)
arithmeticaloperations. Therefore, two types of preconditioners were mainly exploited
for linear Toeplitz systems, namely so-called "Strang-preconditioners" [14, 27, 12]

(1.2)

where SN f denotes the (N - 1)-th Fourier sum of fand optimal preconditioners [13]

(1.3)

where b(A) := diag(akk)f=:ö1 and akk are the diagonal entries of A. Here FN denotes
the N -th Fourier matrix

F '= _1_ ( -21rijk/N)N-l
N. ;r;:r e .k-O .yN J,-

If j > 0, then both preconditioners MN are positive definite and the eigenvalues of the
preconditioned matriees M";? AN are clustered at 1.
Unfortunately, if j has zeros, then the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices do
not fulfil (1.1). Moreover, the Strang-preconditioner may not be positive definite.
Therefore, E. E. Tyrtyshnikov [28] replaced the above preconditioners by improved
circulants. Other authors [5, 7, 8, 25] suggested banded Toeplitz matriees or multigrid
methods [15] as preconditioners.
In this paper, we propose simple preconditioners which are up to multiplications with
unitary diagonal matrices, again circulant matriees. In partieular, if j(27fj IN) > 0 for
all j = 0, ... ,N - 1, then we obtain our preconditioners by replacing SN j in (1.2) by
f. In Seetion 3, we prove that our preconditioners lead to superlinear eonvergenee of
the eorresponding PCG-method.
Our idea ean be extended to (real) symmetrie Toeplitz matrices, non-Hermitian Toeplitz
matriees and doubly symmetrie block Toepliz matriees with Toeplitz blocks. vVesketch
the various generalizations in Section 4. vVriting this paper, we became aware of the
preprint [19] of T. Huckle located at his horne page, where the author suggests a trigono-
metrie preconditioner with respect to the discrete sine transform of type I which is sim-
Har to our trigonometrie preconditioners in Section 4. However, our initial approach in
the complex case and our proofs are different from [19].
Numerical tests for Hermitian and symmetrie Toeplitz matriees as weIl as for non-
symmetrie Toeplitz matrices and doubly symmetrie block Toeplitz matrices with Toeplitz
blocks in Section 5 demonstrate the quality of our new preconditioners.
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2 Construction of preconditioners
Let C21r and L~1r (1 =:; p < 00) denote the Banach spaces of 27l'-periodic conti nu-
ous functions and of 27l'-periodic Lebesgue measurable functions with finite integral
21r

J If(x)IP dx, respectively. By ON, we denote the vector consisting of N zeros and by
o
IN the (N, N)-identity matrix.
We are interested in the solution of Hermitian Toeplitz systems

AN(J) x = b, AN(J):= (aj-k)f.k;o, (2.1)

where the sequence {AN(JHN=I of Toeplitz matrices is generated by a nonnegative
function f E C21r, Le.

Then it holds for u = (Uj)f=öI

(2.2)

such that the Toeplitz matrices AN(J) are positive semidefinite. Moreover, if f > 0
on a set of positive Lebesgue measure, then following lemma states that the matrices

. AN(J) are positive definite such that (2.1) can be solved by the CG-method.

Lemma 2.1. Let f E L~1r be a nonnegative function, where the set {x E [0,271"]
f(x) > O} has a positive Lebesgue measure. Then the corresponding Toeplitz matrices
AN(J) are positive definite.

Lemma 2.1 was proved in [7]. However, the proof is very short such that we include it
in this paper.

Proof. Let N E N be fixed. By the above considerations, it remains to show that 0
is not eigenvalue of AN(J). Assume that AN(J) has eigenvalue O. Then there exists
u E CV u i= ON) such that

1 121r N-I .
u' AN(J) u = 271" IL ukelkxl2 f(x) dx = 0 .

o k=O

Since the integrand is nonnegative almost everywhere, the integrand must be zero al-
most everywhere. Consequently,

N-I

IL Ukeikxl = 0
k=O
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on the set {x E [O,27l'j : f(x) > O} of positive Lebesgue measure. But this implies the
contradiction u= ON. •

By Theorem 1.1, the convergence of the CG-method depends on the distribution of the
eigenvalues of AN(f). Unfortunately, if the generating fE C21r has zeros, then the CG-
method converges very slowly. To accelerate the convergence of the CG-method we are
looking for a suitable preconditioners MN(f) of AN(f). Having Theorem 1.1 in mind,
we want to find a Hermitian positive definite matrix MN (f) such that the number
of isolated eigenvalues of M N(f)-l AN(f) is independent of N. If in addition the
multiplication with M N(ftl requires only O(N logN) arithmetical operations, then
(2.1) can be solved by the PCG-method with O(Nlog N) arithmetical operations.
For the construction of M N(J) we consider (2.2). In the following, we assurne that f
has only a finite number of zeros. Then we can choose an equispaced grid

such that

f(xd > 0 (l = 0, ... ,N - 1) . (2.3)

Approximating the integral on the right-hand side of (2.2) by the trapezoidal rule with
respect to the above grid, we obtain

with the diagonal matrices

W d.'. (-ikW)N-l
N:= lag e k=O

and with

(2.5)

By (2.3), the matrix MN(f) is Hermitian and positive definite. Setting v := M N(J)l/2 u,
we get

-Ivv
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such that by properties of the Rayleigh quotient, M N(J) seems to be a good precon-
diti~ner of AN(J). Indeed, using FFT, the multiplication with

MN(J)-l = WNFND-;/ FNWN

takes only (J(N logN) arithmetical operations. In the next section, we prove that the
eigenvalues ofMN(J)-l AN(J) are c1ustered at 1.
We mention that our preconditioner M N(J) is closely related to the Strang-precondi-
tioner MN(SNJ) = MN(SNf,FN) in (1.2).By orthogonality ofthe functions eijx (j E
Z) in L~1I" it is easy to check that (2.2) can be replaced by

with
N-I

(SNf) (x) := L aj eijx

j=-(N-I)

Now the above quadrat ure formula (2.4) with w = 0 and with SN f instead of f leads
to the Strang-preconditioner. Clearly, if fis a trigonometrie polynomial of degree < N
and if f(21rl/N) > 0 (l = 0, ... ,N -1), then MN(SNJ) = MN(f).
However, for arbitrary nonnegative functions f E C211'l the matrix M N(SN f) may be
not positive definite. This is one reason for the introduction of M N(f).

3 Clust~ring of the eigenvalues of MN(f)-1 AN(f)
We rewrite (2.4) as

N-I N-I
ü' AN(f) u - 2:::: L Üj Uk aj-k

j=O k=O

N-I N-l
~ 2:::: L Üj Uk äj-k

j=O k=O

with

(3.1)

N-I

ak äk(f):= ~ L f(xl)e-27rilk/N e-ikw
/=0

and ask for the approximation error. Assume that f E C27r is a function 6f bounded
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variation. Replacing f(xI) by the Fourier series of f at Xl, we obtain

N-l

äk ~ L L aj eij%/ e-21rilk/N e-ikw

1=0 jEZ

_ ~ aj e-iwk eiwj (~ ~ e-21rilk/N e21rilj/N)
j=O 1=0

+ ~ L aj+rNe-iwk eiw(j+rN) (~ ~ e-21rilk/N e21rili/N)
i=O rEZ\{O} 1=0

+ ~ iwrNak LJ ak+rNe .
rEZ\{O}

This is the well-known aliasing effeet. Set

bk = bk(f)'- L ak+rN(f)eiwrN.
rEZ\ {O}

(3.2)

(3.3)

Then it follows by (3.2) that

AN(f) = MN(f) + BN(f), BN(f):= -(bi-k);'k-:;O' (3.4)

Thus

(3.5)

Note that

{

ak-N(f) k = 1, ,N - 1 ,
bk(SNJ) = ak+N(f) k=-l, ,l-N,

o k = 0,

which deseribes the approximation error in case of the Strang-preconditioner.

Lemma 3.1. Let Ps be a nonnegative trigonometrie polynomial of degree ~ S, where
2s ~ N. Then at most 2s eigenvalues of MN(Ps)-l AN(ps) differ from 1.

Proof: By (3.3), it follows that bk = 0 for Ikl ~ N - 1- s. Consequently, BiV(f) has
rank 2s. Now the assertion follows by (3..5). •

For the proof of our main theorem we need the following

Lemma 3.2. Let 9 E C21r be nonnegative functions, where the set {x E [0,271'] :
f(x) ::> O} has a positive Lebesgue measure. Furthermore let h E C27r be a positive
funetion with hmin > 0 and let f := 9 h. Then, for any N E 1'1, the eigenvalues of
AN(g)-lAN(f) He in the interval [hmin, hmax].
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Lemma 3.2 was proved for example in [5]. We want to give a different simple proof
based on the theorem of mean.

Proof: Applying the theorem of mean in

we obtain that

with h. E [hmin, hmax]. This can be rewritten as

By Lemma 2.1, the matrix AN(g) is positive definite such that for ~ ::j:: ON

•
In the following, we rest riet our attention to nonnegative functions f E C21r having a zero
of even order 28 (8 E N) in x = O. The clustering of the eigenvalues of M N(f)-l AN(f)
for arbitrary functions

follows in a similar way.
With f E C21r or better with the order 28 of the zero x = 0 of f, we assoeiate the
nonnegative trigonometrie polynomial

Ps(x) := (2 - 2 eos x)S (.3.6)

of degree 8 whieh has a zero of the same order 28 in x = O.

Now we ean prove our main result.

Theorem 3.3. Let f E C21r be a nonnegative function with a zero of order 28 (8 E N)
in x = O. Let AN(f) denote the corresponding Toeplitz matriees with preconditioners
M N(f) defined by (2.5). Then the matrices M N(f)-l AN(f) have the following prop-
erties:
i) The eigenvalues of MN(f)-lAN(f) are clustered at 1.
ii) Let Ps denote the assoeiated trigonometrie polynomial (3.6) of fand let h := f /Ps'
Then, for N 2: 28, at most 28 eigenvalues of M N(f)-l AN(f) are not contained in the
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interva! [!!IIWl. ~ 1 .
hm..,.' hmln

Proof: In this proof, we denote by RN(m) arbitrary (N, N)-matrix of rank m.

1. To prove ii), we use the decomposition [4]

ü'AN(J)u _ ü'AN(J)u ü'AN(ps)u 'ü'MN(ps)u
ü'MN(J)u - ü'AN(ps)u ü'MN(ps)u ü'MN(J)u

By (3.4) and Lemma 3.1, it holds that

AN(ps) = MN(ps) + RN(2s).

The Hermitian matrix RN(2s) can be written as

(3.7)

where Q denotes a unitary matrix and where D+, D_ are diagonal matrices containing
the SI positive eigenvalues and the 2s - SI negative eigenvalues of RN(2s) as diagonal
entries, respectively. Setting

ü' AN(J)u
a(u) := _,A ( ) , m(u).-

u N Ps u

we obtain by (3.7) and (3.8) that

ü' AN(J) u ü' RN(sr) U

ü' MN(J)u = a(u)m(u) + a(u) ü' MN(J)u

ü' MN(ps)u
ü' MN(J) u '

By Lemma 3.2 and by construction of MN, it follows for all u E CN (u =1= ON) that

1 1
m(u) E [-h ' -h . ] .

max mm

Since for all u E CN (u =1= ON)

ü' RN(sr) u
---- ~O,
ü' MN(J) u

we get
u' AN(J) u hmax u' [hmaxRN(SI) + hminRN(2s - SI)] U---- < + -------------
ü' MN(J) U hmin ü' MN(J) u

and further

u' [AN(J) - (hmaxRN(sr) + hminRN(2s - SI))] U < hmax .
ü' M N(J) u - hmin

The matrix hmaxRN(sr) + hminRN(2s - SI) has again SI positive and 2s - SI negative
eigenvalues. Thus, by properties of the Rayleigh quotient and by Weyl's theorem [17]'
p. 184, at most SI eigenvalues of M N(J)-1 AN(J) are larger than ~.

mm
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(3.9)

(3.10)

Similarly, we obtain that

ü' [AN(J) - (hminRN(sd + hmaxRN(2s - sd)] u > hmin
ü' MN(J) u - hmax •

Thus, at most 2s - SI eigenvalues of MN(f)-IAN(J) are smaller than ~::::.:. Conse-
quently, at most 2s eigenvalues ofMN(f)-1 AN(J) are not contained in [~::::.:'~:~:].

2. By definition, h = f /Ps is a continuous positive function. Since the trigonomet-
rie polynomials are dense in C21r, for all c > 0, there exist a positive trigonometrie
polynomial q of degree n = n( c) sueh that

1 1
q(x) - 2" chmin ~ hex) ~ q(x) + 2" chmin

for all x E [0,2n} Thus, sinee Ps ~ 0,

1 1
qps-2"chminps ~ f ~ qps+2"chminps'

Regarding (2.2), we obtain by theinequality of the right-hand side

1u' AN(f) u ~ u' AN(q Ps) u + 2" chmin u' AN(ps) u ,

and further, sineeMN(f) is positive definite, for all u E eN (u =I- ON)

u' AN(f) u < u' AN(qps) u 1 u' AN(ps) U
u'MN(f)u - u'MN(f)u + 2"chminu'MN(f)U' (3.11)

Now it holds by (3.4) and Lemma 3.1 that

(3.12)

Substituting

Moreover, we have by [3] that

AN(q Ps) = AN(q) AN(ps) + RN(2n + 28) .

By (3.12), this ean be written as

AN(qps) = (MN(q) + RN(2n)) (MN(ps) + RN(28)) + RN(2n + 28)

= MN(q) MN(ps) + RN(m) (3.13)

with a Hermitian matrix RN(m) of rank m ~ 4n + 48 + min{2n, 28}.
(3.12) and (3.13) in (3.11), we obtain

u' AN(f) u ü' MN(q) MN(ps) u u' RN(m) u---- < ------- +u'MN(f)u ü'MN(f)u u'MN(f)u

1 ü'MN(ps)u 1 h ü'RN(2s)u
+ 2"chmin u' MN(f)u + 2"c min U' MN(f) u
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and since
ü'MN(p,)u < 1
ü'MN(J)u - hmin

further
u' [AN(J) - RN(fit)] u < u'MN(q) MN (p,) u 1

ü' MN(J)u - ü' MN(J)u + 2c
with fit ~ m+2s. Setting v := M N(p,)1/2U and using that M N(J) = M N(h) M N(p,),
we get

u' [AN(J) - RN (fit)] u < v'M N(q) v . 1 (3.14)
u'MN(J)u - v' MN(h) v + 2c.

Finally, we have by (3.9) and by definition of MN, for all v E CN (v '# ON) that

v' MN(q) V ~ v' MN(h) v + ~chmin v'v
v'v 1

and further since 0 < -I M (h) ~ -h . that
v N V mm

v' MN(q) v < 1+ ~c.
v' MN(h)v - 2

Using the above inequality in (3.14), we obtain

ü' [AN(J) - RN (fit)] u
-------- :::;1 + c-

ü' MN(J) u

Similarly, we conclude from the left-hand inequality of (3.10) that

ü' [AN(J) - RN (fit)] u
ü' MN(J)u ~ 1 - c.

Consequently, at most fit eigenvalues of M N(J)-l AN(J) are not contained in
[1 - c, 1+ c]. This completes the proof. •

By Theorem 3.3, Theorem 1.1 and construction of M N(J) in (2.5), our PCG-method
eonverges superlinearly and requires only O(N log N) arithmetieal operations.

Remark: Unfortunately, we cannot find a similar proof for nonnegative funetions
f E eh having not oilly zeros of even order. The reason therefore is that there does
not exist a nonnegative trigonometrie polynomial whieh has a zero of odd order in
x = O. Consequently, we eannot produee an equivalent of (3.6). Our numerieal tests
show that our preconditioners work weIl also in the odd ease. However, for the matriees
AN(J) generated by the function

f(x) = "';2 - 2eosx = 12 sinil,
the number n of eigenvalues of Mf./(J)AN(J) which are not contained in the interval
(1 - c, 1 + c) grows as folIows:
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N 32 64 128 256 512
c = 10-J 7 8 9 10 11
c = 10.1) 10 12 13 15 17

At first glance it seems that the eigenvalues of MN(f)-1AN(f) are not clustered at 1.
o

4 Generalizations of the preconditioning technique
In this section, we sketch how our preconditioners can be generalized to the following
settings:
- AN(f) are (real) symmetrie Toeplitz matriees,
- AN(f) are non-Hermitian Toeplitz matriees,
- AM.N(f) are doubly symmetrie block Toeplitz matriees with Toeplitz blocks.

First, we suppose in addition to Section 2 that the generating function f E eh of the
matrices AN(f) is even. Then

11"

2 J .ak = ak(f) = -; f(x) coskxdx
o

and the Toeplitz matriees AN(f) E RN,N are symmetrie. In this case, the multiplica-
tion of a veetor with AN(f) can be realized using fast trigonometrie transfarms instead
of fast Fourier transforms. See the remark after Lemma 4.1. In this way, in the iter-
ative solution of (2.1), complex arithmetie can be completely avoided. This is one of
the reasons to look for preconditioners of type (2.5), where the Fourier matrix FN is
replaced by trigonometrie matriees corresponding to fast trigonometrie transforms.
In practiee, four discrete sine transforms (DST) and four diserete cosine transforms
(DCT) were applied (see [30]). Any of these eight trigonometrie transforms ean be
realized with O(N log N) arithmetiealoperations (see for example [2]' [26]). Likewise,
we can define preconditioners with respeet to any of these transforms. Here we refer to
the extensive examinations in [22]. In this paper, we restriet our attention to the so-
called DST-lI and DCT-lI, which are determined by the following transform matrices:

DCT-lI

DST-lI

c~ '- C~)1/2
S~ .- C~)1/2

(
N j(2k + 1)71") N-l mN,N

Cj COS V E ~ ,
21 "k-OJ. -

(
N . (j + 1)(2k + 1)71") N-l mN,N

Cj+! sm 2N "E lß ,

J,k=O

where cf := 2-1/2 (k = 0, N) and cf := 1 (k = 1, ... , N - 1). Moreover, we use the
DCT-I with transform matrix

(
jk71") N

6~+1:= (cf)2 cos N " .
J,k=O

12



The matriees cf.! and sfJ are orthogonal and

-[ -[ N
CN+l CN+I = 2'IN+l' (4.1)

The eight trigonometrie transforms are closely related to Toeplitz matriees [23]. In
particular, it holds for the DCT-II and the DST-II:

Lemma 4.1. Let stoep a' and shank a' denote asymmetrie Toeplitz matrix an4 a per-
symmetrie Hankel matrix with first row a', respectively. Then there exist the following
relations between trigonometrie transforms and symmetrie Toeplitz matriees:

with

(cf.!)' D cf.!
(S~)' iJ S~

1 12 stoep(ao, ... , aN-r) + 2 shank(al' ... , aN-I, 0) ,
1 12 stoep(ao, ... , aN-r) - 2 shank(al,' .. , aN-I, 0)

D .- diag(do, ... , dN-r)' , iJ := diag(dl, ... , dN)' ,

d - (do, ... , dN)' := c~(ao, ... , aN-I, 0)' .

Proof: We restrict the proof to the DCT-11. To simplify the notation, we drop the
index N and set C := Z NC~, and D := diag d with

Z~:= (IN, ON) E JRN,N+I.

'. Then, by
1 1

cosa cosß = 2 cos(a - ß) + 2 cos(a + ß) ,

the (u, v)-entry of the matrix C' DC is

'(C'DC) 1 2 ~ ( N)2 d (u - v)br 1 2 ~ ( N)2 d (u + v + 1)k7r
U,v = 2 N LJ Ck k COS N + 2 N L Ck k COS N '

k=O k=O

ar equivalently, since -(-l)U-VdN = (-l)u+v+ldN far arbitary dN E JR,

N N
, _ 1 2 L (N)2 (u - v)br 1 2 L (N)2 d (u + v + 1)k7r(cDC) - - - ck dkcos N +-2 i\T ck kCOS V .u,v 2 N lv 1

k=O k=O

Choosing dN E JRsuch that

N

L(cf)2 dk( _l)k = 0,
k=O

we get by symmetry properties of cosine function that

1 1
C' D C = 2 stoep(ao, ... ,aN-I) +'"2 shank(al, ... , aN-I, 0) ,
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where

)' 2 -1(ao, ... ,aN-I,O = NCN+! d,

Le. by (4.1),
-1

d = CN+! (ao, ... , aN-I, 0)' . •
Remark: By Lemma 4.1, it follows that

( ) (CIl) ,D CIl (SIl) ,n- SIlstoep ao, ... ,aN-I = N N + N N .

Thus, if the vector d is precomputed by the DCT-I, then the multiplication of a vec-
tor with asymmetrie Toeplitz matrix of size (N, N) requires two DCT-lI, two DST-lI
and 2N real multiplications and can therefore be realized in O(N log N) arithmetical
operations (see also [23]). 0

Since for even f E C21r, the (N - 1)-th Fourier sum can be written as

N-l

(SN J)(x) = 2 L (ef)2ak cos(kx) ,
k=O

we obtain by Lemma 4.1 that

(4.4)

DCT - II:

DST - II:

AN(J) (c;.1)' (2D) c;.1 - shank(al,'" ,aN-l, 0)

(c;.1)' diag ((SN J)(~)) N-l c;.1 - shank(al,'" , aN-l, 0), (4.2)
]=0

AN(J) - (8;.1)' (2D) s;.1 + shank(al,'" , aN-l, 0)

(S;;)' diag ((SN J)(~~)):I S;; + shank(al,'" , aN-1,0) . (4.3)

Consequently, we introduce the Strang-type-preconditioners by [24]:

MN(SN f, C;;) .- (C;;)' diag (SN f(~)) :~IC;;,

M N(SNf,S;;) .- (S;;)' cliag ( SNf(~)):1 S;;
See also [20]. Again, if f has zeros, then it can not be assured that the Strang-
type-preconditioners are positive definite. Therefore, we define similar to (2.5) the
preconditioners

DCT - II:

DST - II:

MN(J,C;;) .- (C;;)' diag (f(~)r~~1C;;,

MN(J, S;;) .- (S~)' diag (f(~)):1 S;;.
(4.5)
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If f(j1r / N) > 0 forall j = 0, ... , N - 1, then MN(f, cf.!) is positive definite. If
f(j1r/N) > 0 for all j = 1, .. : , N, then MN(f, S}J) is positive definite.
Note that independent of our results, T. Huekle [19]suggested a preeonditioner of type
(4.5) with respeet to the DST-I.
Clearly, if f is a trigonometrie polynomial of degree < N, then the Strang-type-
preeonditioners (4.4) eoincide with our preeonditioners (4.5). Moreover, we have by
(4.2) and (4.3) for trigonometrie polynomials f = P of degree ~ 8 (28 ~ N) that

AN(p) = MN(p, cf.!) - RN(28) = MN(p, S}J) + RN(28).

Thus, we ean prove in a eompletely similar way as in Seetion 3 the following

Theorem 4.2. Let f E C21r be an even nonnegative funetion with a zero of order 28
(8 E N) in x = O. Let AN(f) denote the eorresponding Toeplitz matriees with preeon-
ditioners MN(f) = MN(f, sf.!) defined by (4.4). Then the matriees MN(f)-l AN(f)
have the following properties:
i) The eigenvalues of MN(f)-l AN(f) are clustered at 1.
ii) Let Ps denote the assodated trigonometrie polynomial (3.6) of fand let h := f /Ps'
Then, for N ~ 28, at most 28 eigenvalues of MN(f)-lAN(f) are not eontained in the
. I [h' h ]mterva ~,~ .

max mln

The PCG-method with pur preeonditioners ean be realized in a more efficient way than
the PCG-method with banded Toeplitz matrices as preeonditioners:

"Remark: Our PCG-method requires only two DCT-II, two DST-II and G(N) real
multiplieations in each iteration step. This can be seen for the preconditioner MNU, C~)
as follows: Instead of

(C:J)'E-1CIJ (Cf.!)'DCf.! + (Sf.!)'DSf.!) x = (CIJ)'E-1CIJ b

with E := diag (J( ~~ )) :~1,we solve

E-I (D + Cf.!(Sf.!)'DSf.!(Cf.!)') x = b

with X := cIj x and b := E-ICfJ b. The veetors d, band x can be precomputed and
postcomputed, respectively. See also [18, 19]. 0

Next, we are interested in the solution of systems of linear equations AN(f)x = b with
regular, but non-Hermitian Toeplitz matrices AN(f). We intend to solve the normal
equation

Ä~(f)AN(f)X = Ä:v(f)b

using the PCG-method. By [3], it holds that

Ä:v(f)AN(f) = AN(lfI2
) + RN + UN,

15
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with a low rank matrix RN and a matrix UN of smallspeetral norm. If f = p is a
trigonometrie polynomial of degree $ s (28 $ N), then

Ä~(J)AN(J) = AN(lfI2) + RN(28).

Assume that IJI E C21r has only a finite number of zeros. Then we define our preeondi-
tioners by

(
2' ) N-l .

MN(lfI2,FN) :=WNFNdiag IJ(;; +w)12 ;=0 FNWN (wE [0, 21r/N))

if AN(1J12) is Hermitian and If(~ + w)1 > 0 for an j = 0,. " ,N - 1 and by

MN(l/I',ci,!) .- (ci,!)' diag (1f(:::)I'r~~lci,!,
MN (1/1',Si,!) := (si,!)' diag (1/(:::)1'r~lsi,!, (4.7)

if AN(1J12) is symmetrie and If(~)1 > 0 for all j = 0, ... ,N - 1 and for all j
1, ... ,N, respeetively.

Finally, the generalization of OUf results to doubly symmetrie block- Toeplitz systems
with Toeplitz blocks is straightforward. We consider systems of linear equations

AM,NX = b,

where AM,N denotes a positive definite doubly symmetrie block-Toeplitz matrix with
Toeplitz blocks (BTTB matrix), Le.

AM,N := (Ar-s)~::~ with Ar:= (ar,j-k);'k-:;O

and ar,j = alrl.lJl' We assume that the matriees AM,N are generated by a real-valued
21r-periodic continuous even function in two variables, i.e.

2". 2".
aj,k := 4~2 J J <pes, t) e-i(sj+tk) ds dt .

o 0

Lemma 4.1 can be extended to BTTB matrices as folIows:

AM,N (C~ 0 C~)' D1 (C~ 0 C~) + (s~ 0 C~)' D2 (s~ 0 C~)
+ (C~ 0 s~)' D3 (C~ 0 sf,J) + (s~ 0 sf,J)'D4 (s~ 0 sf,J)

with

D1 .- diag(cOl(är,j);'r~lciM-l)

D3 .- diag (col(är,j)f::;/~r-:;o) ,

D2 .- diag(cOI(är,j);:O~;~l)

D4 .- diag (COl(är,j)f::::~:r=l)
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(är,i)f.;~o := cit+l ((arJ)f.;~o) (C~+l)' ,

ar,N := 0 (r = 0, ... ,M) and aM,i := 0 (j = 0, ... ,N). Here col: lRN,M -+ lRMN is
defined by

1 ( )N-l M-l ()MN-lco Xi,k i=O,k=O := Xr r=O with XkN+i:= Xi,k .

Consequently, the multiplication of a vector with a BTTB matrix requires only
O(MN log(MN)) arithmetical operations. For details see [24]. We define our so-called
"level-2" preconditioners by

MN(<p,C~0C~)) ._ (C~@C~)'diag(col (<p(~,~))~-1,M-l)(C~0C~),
},k=O

MN("" S;': 0 S:J)) := (S;':0 S:J)'diag(col (",(~,'~ {~:l)(S;': 0 S:J)
Using the same arguments as in the remark after Theorem 4.2, we see that our PCG-
method requires per iteration step only MN multiplieations more than the eonventional
CG-method.

5 Numerical Examples
In this seetion, we show the effieieney of our new preeonditioning teehnique by various
numerieal examples. The fast eomputation of the preeonditioners and the PCG-method
were implemented in MATLAB, where the C-programs for the fast Fourier transform
and the fast trigonometrie transforms were included by emex. The algorithms were
tested on a Sun SPARCstation 20.
As transform length we ehoose N = 2n and as right-hand side b of (2.1) the vector
consisting of N entries "1". The PCG-method started with the zero vector and stopped
if IlrU)lldllr(O)112 < 10-7, where rU) denotes the residual veetor after j iterations.

vVebegin with Hermitian ill-eonditioned Toeplitz matriees AN(f) arising from the gen-
erating function

i) f(x) = (x/2 -1r/4)4 (XE [0, 21r)) .

The second eolumn of Table 1 shows the numb er of iterations of the CG-method \vith-
out preconditioning. The eolumns 3 and 4 eontain the numbers of iterations of the
PCG-method with the optimal preconditioner M~(f, F N) given by (1.3) and with our
preconditioner MN(f, FN) defined by (2.5) with w := 1r/N, respectively.
Next, we consider symmetrie Toeplitz matrices AN. We eompare the Strang-type-
preeonditioners (4.4), our preconditioners (2.5) and (4.5) and the optimal trigonometrie
preeonditioners defined by

DCT-II: M~(C~)'- (C~)' 6(C~ AN (clJ)') clJ,

DST-II: M~(SlJ)'- (SlJ)'6(SlJ AN (slJ)') slJ.
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n IN M~(FN) MN(j,FN)
4 26 17 11
5 85 36 13
6 349 67 17
7 1570 154 22
8 > 3000 377 26
9 > 3000 995 35
10 > 3000 2220 46

Table 1: f(x) = (x/2 -7r/4)4 (x E [0, 27r))

See for example[6, 10, 23]. Our test matriees correspond to the following generating
functions:

ii) (see [25]): f(x) := (x2 - 1)2 (x E [-7r,7r)) .

In (2.5), we set w := 7r/ N.
iii) (see [25, 7, 8]): f(x) := x4 (x E [-7r,7r)) .

In (2.5), we set w := 7r/N.

The Tables 2 and 3 present the number of iteration steps for different preconditioners.
The asterix emphasizes that the corresponding preconditioners are not positive definite.
Our new preconditioners lead to the best results. Compare also with [25, 7, 8]. Note
that by the remark after Theorem 4.2, our PCG-:method requires per iteration step
only few arithmetical operations more than the conventional CG-method.
Our next test is related to non-symmetrie Toeplitz systems. As generating function of
AN(J) we choose

iv) f(x) = x2 eix (x E [-7r,7r)).

Then, the matrices AN (J) have real entries such that we restrict our attention to
trigonometrie preconditioners. Table 5 compares the PCG-method applied to the nor-
mal equation (4.6) with
- the optimal preconditioner of A:v(J)AN(J)

M~l := 0',. 8(ONA',.(J)AN(J)0:v) ON,

- the optimal preconditioner of AN(lfI2)

M~2 := 0',. 8(ONAN(lfI2)0',.) ON,

- the Strang-type-preconditioner M N(SN(lfI2), ON)
and our preconditioner MN(1J12, sfJ) defined by (4.7).
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"

MN (SNf, ON) M~(ON) MN(J, ON)

n IN eIl SIl eIl SIl S~ FNN N N N
5 25 9'" 8'" 17 10 5 5
6 69 9'" 8'" 21 11 5 6
7 190 10'" 10'" 26 14 7 7
8 457 10'" 10'" 33 16 8 8
9 > 1000 11 9 43 19 9 9
10 > 1000 10'" 10'" 59 24 7 7

Table 2: fex) = (x2 - 1)2 (x E [-71",71"))

MN (SNf, ON) M~(ON) MN(f,ON)

n IN eIl S~ e~ SIl S~ FNN N
5 33 12* 10* 18 10 6 6
6 116 18* 15* 30 13 7 6
7 487 27* 21* 54 16 8 8
8 >1000 40* 33* 155 19 9 11
9 >1000 115* 63* 376 25 9 13
10 >1000 218* 165* >1000 32 10 15

Table 3: fex) = x4 (x E [-71",71"))

Finally, let us turn to BTTB matriees AN,N' In our two examples, the matriees AN,N

are generated by the funetions

v) (see [21]) !.p(s, t) = S2 t4 and ?j;(s, t) = (S2 + t2)2 (s, tE [-71",71")) .
Both matriees are ill-eonditioned and the CG-method without preeonditioning, with
Strang-type-preeonditioning or with optimal trigonometrie preeonditioning eonverges
very slowly (see [21,24]). Our preeonditioning determined by (4.7) leads to the number
of iterations in Table 5. Again, our PCG-method requires per iteration step only few
arithmetieal operations more than the eonventional CG-method.
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n IN M~l(C~) M~l(S~) M~2(C~) M~2(S~) M N(SN(1J12), C~) M N(SN(/fI2), sfJ) M N(lfl2, sfJ)
5 84 29 21 ~ 34 18 22* 19* 11
6 311 52 26 64 22 32* 26* 11
7 1226 116 33 139 27 56* 44* 14
8 5220 256 40 324 39 96* 76* 16
9 >10000 664 74 865 55 200* 157* 19
10 >10000 1758 101 2546 78 466* 357* 21

Table 4: f(x):= x2 eix (x E [-71",71"))

I
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N MN(cp, S~ ~ S~) MN( VJ, S~ ~ S~)
8 13 9
16 16 12
32 22 14

64 29 19
128 36 25
256 43 35
512 52 49

Table 5: cp(8,t) = 82 t4 and 'I/J(8,t) = (82 + t2)2 (8, tE [-7r,7r))
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